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Our Vision 

An empowered Australia-Pacific region working together towards a sustainable future in the            

face of climate change. 

 

About Climates 

We support climate advocacy, climate resilience and community development organisations in           

the Pacific with training, technical support and professional services to allow them to increase              

their reach and effectiveness. 

 

Climates is a non-profit organisation that is building a network of volunteers, supporters,             

communities and businesses across Australia and Pacific Island countries in response to climate             

change. 

 

Our people 

2020 was a year of challenges for many people with the novel coronavirus (COVID-19)              

impacting our volunteers and our partners. One small sliver lining is we all got much better at                 

using videoconferencing software and working remotely, which better enabled us to support of             

Pacific partners from Australia and to work as a team with volunteers across Australia.  

 

A big thanks to all the volunteers who helped out on our projects this year, including:  

 

Our Pacific partners 

We were privileged to work with a number of partners in the Pacific in 2020, including:  
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● Achille ● Elle ● Ruby 

● Alex F.  ● Isaemali ● Sebastian 

● Blanche ● Mia ● Stephanie 

● Denise ● Patrick  

 

  

350 Pacific Vanuatu Climate Action Network 



 
 

 

 

Structure and management 

Climates is registered with the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). Our            

governance structure consists of our four directors, see table below.  

 

 

Our Objectives and Activities 

Objectives 

Climates has two key objectives as part of our theory of change (see table below): 

● Seek and create opportunities to amplify voices (stories and campaigns) of communities            

and leaders on the frontlines of climate change, and  

● Support communities to access information training and resources to respond to,           

current and forecasted climate impacts in their area.  
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Pacific Island Climate Action Network Green Wave Vanuatu 

Name Position Dates acted (if not for whole year) 

Oli Moraes Director  

Alex Hucombe Director  

Emma Jacobs Director  

Gemma Cook  Director 1 January to 30 June 2020 

Climates sphere of influence  Outside our influence  

Objectives Activities Assumptions Climates Outcomes Impacts Vision 

Seek and create 

opportunities to 

amplify voices 

(stories and 

Pacific Voices Blog 

 

Social media 

Climates is 
considered an ally of 
frontline 
communities, and is 

Climates has a growing 
audience of people and 
institutions that are 
engaging with frontline 

People across the 
region feel empowered 
to take individual and 
collective action on 

An empowered 
Australia-Pacific 
region working 
together towards 



 
 

 

 

Activities this year 

Pacific Climate Warriors micro grant 

In June 2020, Climates provided funding to 350 Pacific to support participants of their climate               

leadership fellowship Pacific Pawa UP 2020. Pacific Pawa UP 2020 was a three month online               

fellowship run by 350 Pacific to provide leadership training for young Pacific Islanders engaged              

in climate change initiatives. Climates also supported the 350 team with livestreaming the             

fellowship graduation and their evaluation report. 

 
Pacific voices blog 

In 2020, we launched a new Blog series to elevate Pacific voices on climate change. The series                 

launched in July with a piece by Arti Chetty from the Pacific Climate Warriors in Melbourne who                 

advocated for a just and sustainable recovery from COVID-19. This piece was followed up by a                

second piece in October by young I-Kiribati artist Uriam Amoon, telling his story and sharing his                

amazing artwork depicting the challenges that Kiribati faces in terms of water insecurity and              

climate change and how those issues intersect with patriarchal impacts of I-Kiribati youth. 

 

We would like to thank the blog teammates; Isaemali (based in Samoa), Denise, Blanche, Oli               

and Ruby worked closely over several months to get the blog platform up and running. The first                 

two blogs from Arti and Uriam are now up on the website (here) and we are working to connect                   

with more people in the Pacific to provide a platform for them to tell their stories and                 
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campaigns) of 

communities and 

leaders on the 

frontlines of 

climate change 

channels 

 

Pacifc Climate 
Warriors micro 
grant 

 

trusted to share 
stories and 
campaigns 

stories 

People in the Climates’ 
community feel 
empowered to act on 
climate change, including 
through donating to or 
volunteering for Climates 
and our community 
partners 

climate change, 
following the 
leadership of frontline 
communities 

a sustainable 
future in the face 
of climate change 

Support 
communities to 

access information 
training and 
resources to 

respond to, current 
and forecasted 

climate impacts in 
their area 

Grant facilitation 

 

Tropical Cyclone 
Harold 
Crowdfunder 

 

Cyclone Yasa Relief 
Appeal 

 

Organisational 
capacity building 

Communities, 
institutions and 
individuals want to 
work with and 
through Climates  

People, communities 
and institutions in 
the Pacific and 
Australia are aware 
of the support that 
Climates can offer 

Communities have 
increased capacity 
(resources, time) to take 
advantage of 
opportunities that enable 
adaptation action and 
sustainable development 

Communities are 
supported to identify 
options for 
adaptation/transition in 
the context of 
self-determined, 
sustainable development  

Diverse partnerships 
are enabling 
communities to drive 
initiatives that build 
local resilience to 
climate impacts across 
the Australia-Pacific 
region 

Frontline communities 
are more resilient to 
the impacts of climate 
change 

https://climates.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f9c2bc1347cce5d9bc3ac77ce&id=abe393f06d&e=23d04cca91
https://climates.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f9c2bc1347cce5d9bc3ac77ce&id=9df32ccc9b&e=23d04cca91
https://climates.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?u=f9c2bc1347cce5d9bc3ac77ce&id=54cafe5f4c&e=23d04cca91


 
 

perspectives on climate justice. If you want to contribute to the series contact:             

blog@climates.org.au 

 

Tropical Cyclone Harold Crowdfunder 

Earlier in the year Climates ran a crowdfunder to raise money for those impacted by Tropical                

Cyclone Harold in Vanuatu. We raised over $3,000 to help rebuild the Women's Centre on               

Pentecost Island, Vanuatu, that was flattened by the cyclone in April 2020. We partnered up               

with the Vanuatu Climate Action Network (VCAN) and environmental services organisation           

Green Wave Vanuatu to help raise money to support this affected community. We were              

recently updated by the Director of Green Wave, Georges Cumbo, who provided us with a               

project report. Georges informed us that the Women's Centre rebuilding has been completed             

and the community is doing well. Your donations and support were critical for this recovery               

effort, so a huge thank you again to everyone who donated. 

 
Grant facilitation 

Climates volunteer and Vanuatu lead Mia worked closely with VCAN in the second half of the                

year to support 6 VCAN member organisations across 6 provinces to engage and connect with               

each other and wider climate action activities. Data and service is limited in the Pacific so Mia is                  

working with VCAN to figure out how to get everyone more connected. Options include              

installing a mobile phone with data to hotspot other devices within the organisation, or partner               

with another organisation to install a ‘hub’ style wifi box. 

 

Sebastian (Seb) is collaborating with VCAN's partners Erata Development Committee (EDC), on            

Tongariki island in Sefa Province. EDC has recently established an evacuation centre that has              

been used to assist and manage the safeguard of the community in Erata village. To improve                

capacity and capability of the evacuation centre's function, the committee is seeking to expand              

and improve the centre. Current options to achieve this goal have been to partner with               

organisations to secure grants that would provide locals of the Erata Development Committee             

funds to apply traditional construction methods. These methods involve using localised           

materials integrated with the skills and knowledge of communities expertise to achieve built             

forms that are robust and sustainable. 

 

In December 2020, Mia and Seb provided two short recommendation documents to VCAN that              

highlight the research and engagement work they have undertaken on their respective projects.             

The documents provide VCAN with opportunities to move forward and potentially secure            

funding. Climates is waiting to hear back from VCAN which options they will pursue in 2021. 

 

In the final few months of 2020, volunteers Achille and Alex F. started conducting research on                

the effectiveness of small-scale climate finance for the Pacific. Achille produced a research brief              
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titled ‘Efficacy of unrestricted community-based small-scale finance (micro-grants) in the          

Pacific’ that provides critical groundwork for Climates micro-grants program launch in 2021. 

 
Website and social media 

Elle has continued the daily posting of climate change news, features, videos, podcasts and              

reports, with a regional focus, to Climates’ Facebook page. Oli and Ruby added in several posts                

on Climates’ work (new blog posts, fundraisers, partnership updates). The latter, original            

Climates’ posts generally performed best, however several were boosted, making data           

incomparable. Below are some insights on our audience and post performance. 

 

 

 

At the start of this period we had 95,982 followers, today we have: 92,013 - a decrease 4.1% in                   

12 months. Given that most of our account’s growth occured around the IRL and live-streamed               

panel series in 2017/18 and that we did not run or stream any events in 2020, it’s not surprising                   

that there has been some degree of unfollowing. Eternal influences like Cambridge Analytica             

fiasco and #stophateforprofit movements have had widespread influence on people getting off            

the platform, as has the evolution of its algorithm, which increasingly limits organic reach in               

favour of boosted (paid to be shared with a larger percentage of your followers/non-followers)              

content. Nevertheless, Climates should be aiming for growth and channeling new resources into             

creating more organic content/updates and sharing these in engaging ways – such as posts on              

blog stories, IRL meetings, work with partners etc.  

 

To give insight into the algorithm's limiting: the average reach (the number of people who had                

any content from Climates’ page or about Climates’ page enter their screen) in July was 418                

people per day, this figure fluctuated until peaking in September at 730 before declining in               

December to 148. 

 

More encouragingly, in the last 28 days both new follower rates and reach have improved. 
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https://climates.org.au/achille-victor_2020_efficacy-of-unrestricted-community-based-small-scale-finance-micro-grants-in-the-pacific_climates-research/
https://climates.org.au/achille-victor_2020_efficacy-of-unrestricted-community-based-small-scale-finance-micro-grants-in-the-pacific_climates-research/


 
 

Top performing posts unsurprisingly included original boosted content, however those          

un-boosted that focused on end-of-year recap subject matter, shares of partners news (350             

Pacific), and US election/climate performed best. The takeaway: keep it timely, be directed by              

current affairs, but also continue to seek out local Pacific perspectives. 

 

 

Top Performing Non-Boosted Posts 
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Boosted Posts 
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Ruby has been managing our new website, updating blog pieces, and creating content for social               

media. Ruby has also developed a quarterly Climates Newsletter that she launched in October              

2020. The Newsletter is designed to keep our supporters engaged and celebrate our volunteers. 

 
Organisational capacity building 

Denise is currently working closely with Stephanie from VCAN and Oxfam Vanuatu to develop              

organisational capacity for the VCAN network. Denise is developing a draft Child Protection             

Policy with Stephanie that VCAN can use to implement such a policy across its network and with                 

each of its member organisations. This is critical work for VCAN so that their members can be                 

recognised by government agencies, funding bodies and donors while providing opportunities           

to educate civil society across Vanuatu about child safety and protection. 

 

Ruby has been working with George, Willy and Stephanie from VCAN to support them in setting                

up their new website that will be a hub for VCAN network members for engagement, learning                

and advocacy. 

 

External conduct standards reporting 

The table below is provided to summarise our overseas activities for the purpose of our external                

conduct standards reporting, including: 

● the types of activities it conducted outside Australia on a country-by-country basis 

● details of how its activities outside Australia enabled it to pursue and achieve its purpose               

on a country-by-country basis 

● details of all expenditure relating to its activities outside Australia on a            

country-by-country basis 
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Where we 
worked 

Activities Achieving our charitable purpose  Expenditure 

Fiji Pacific Climate 
Warriors grant 

To support communities across the 
Australia-Pacific region to build 
resilience to climate change 

$500 

Vanuatu Cyclone Harold 
Crowdfunder 

To act as an access point and 
intermediary between communities who 
request Climates’ support to build their 
resilience to climate change and 
individuals and public, private or 
not-for-profit organisations who have 
the capability and capacity to assist with 
those needs 

$3,010 

Grant facilitation To engage in activities to support and  NA 

https://climates.org.au/resources/other-resources/


 
 

 

A list of the overseas partners we worked with can be found under the Our Paficic Partners                 

section of this report.  

 

All of the grant funds we provide overseas are provided under a grant agreement, which               

specifies what the grant is for, when the activities will take place and what the reporting                

requirements are. Climates aims to minimise paperwork and reporting for our partners, while             

ensuring funds are used for the intended charitable purpose.  

 

In 2020, no Climates volunteers traveled outside Australia and there were no claims of              

inappropriate behaviour by Climates volunteers outside Australia.  

 

Planned activities for the upcoming year 

We will be continuing and expanding the Pacific Voices blog in 2021 along with our grant                

facilitation work with our partners.  

 

Climates teammate and micro grants programme lead Patrick has been working closely with Oli              

over the last 6 months to develop a micro grants service. Patty and Oli have been engaging                 

stakeholders, conducting research, meeting with philanthropic contacts and speaking with          

Pacific partners. In September, Patty and Oli presented to the Climate Action Network Australia              

(CANA) at their daily webinar series and since have been working on developing the              

programme’s structure, governance and strategy which has been aided by Climates teammate            

Stephanie and Achille. Climates will be launching the programme in 2021 with the hope of               

inviting Pacific grant applications in the first half of the year. 
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bolster resources management and 
drive economic and community 
development in Pacific communities 
impacted by climate change, including 
the securing of 
donations, grants subscriptions and 
subsidies 

(volunteer 
work only) 

Organisational 
capacity building 

NA (volunteer 
work only) 



 
 

 

 

Climates is establishing NGO support services which will be a menu of services we are able to                 

offer to our Pacific partners on a regular basis, such as English language editing and               

proof-reading; and research and literature reviews. Climates teammates will be on a support             

services list and will offer short turnaround times on serviced work. 

 

 

Financial report 

In the 2019/20 financial year, Climates had expenses of $6,360 and income of $7,089, leading to                

a change in our available funds of $129 over the year. However, $3,010 of this income was                 

funds raised for the Cyclone Harold Crowdfunder, and was transferred to VCAN in July 2020 (the                

following financial year).  

 

Climates savings declined by $2,884 in 2019/20. This was partially due to the impact of               

COVID-19, which restricted our ability to run fundraising events in 2020. This reduction in our               

savings will not impact Climates long term viability. We will continue to monitor the impacts of                

COVID-19, particularly if our ability to run fundraising events continues to be impacted into              

2021.  

 

Our objectives for next year are to increase our fundraising, to: 

1. Ensure our fundraising activities cover our operating costs, which are estimated to be             

$3,000 for the 2020/21 financial year.  

2. Raise at least $10,000 to support our microgrants program.  
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Financial statements 

Assets  

 

Expenses and income 
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 1 July 2019 30 June 2020 

Cash Savings $8,760 $5,876 

Funds held for Partners - $3,010 

Total Expenses -$ 6,360.06 

Accounting Fees -$ 350.00 

Advertising & Promotion -$ 67.64 

Bank Charges -$ 35.47 

Computer Expenses -$ 314.17 

Donations Paid -$ 620.00 

Entertainment Costs -$ 86.75 

Fundraising  Expenses -$ 1,000.00 

Insurance - General -$ 1,988.11 

Membership Fees Paid -$ 665.50 

Postage, Freight and Courier -$ 302.07 

Sundry Expenses -$ 111.35 

Telephone & Fax Charges & Internet -$ 699.00 

Volunteer Costs  -$ 120.00 



 
 

 

How you can help 

Become a volunteer 

If you would like to get involved with Climates and volunteer to support our Pacific partners,                

please email directors@climates.org.au  

 
Make a donation 

You can donate to Climates via our DonorBox account or email directors@climates.org.au to             

discuss other options.  
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Total Income  $        7,089.41 

Donations (Public collections)  $ 47.60 

Interest - Unrestricted  $ 20.29 

Non-tax deductible gifts  $ 3,610.00 

Other/Sundry Income  $ 111.52 

Sponsorship and licensing fees  $ 3,300.00 

mailto:directors@climates.org.au
https://donorbox.org/9bc5b29e-a76f-407e-aaa5-b46018edab57
mailto:directors@climates.org.au

